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Winner of the 2011 Toronto International Film Festival  
Winner of the 2012 Genie Award (Canadian Academy Award)  

 

DOUBLES WITH  
SLIGHT PEPPER  

A	  short	  film	  written	  and	  directed	  by	  	  
Ian	  Harnarine	  

 
Executive	  Produced	  by	  Spike	  Lee	  

	  
	  
	  

Production	  Notes	  
	  

	  
Running time: 16 Minutes 

Format:  Theatrical Digital Cinema Print (DCP), HDCAM 
Aspect ratio: 16:9; Sound format: Dolby LtRt 

 
www.doubleswithslightpepper.com 

 
Screeners Available upon request	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
For Sales, Press or Festival Inquiries Contact:   
Ian Harnarine, Writer/Director /Producer 
721 Broadway, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10003 
m. 646-591-3113 
ian@harnarine.com  
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THE CAST 
 
  

Errol Sitahal………………………………….....….………………......…...      RAGBIR 
Sanjiv Boodhu……………………………………………….....................…...    DHANI 
Susan Abraham-Hannays..........................................................................   SUMINTRA 
Ken Boodhu............................................................................................... DOCTOR 
Karen Saban.............................................................................................. NURSE 
Selvon Ramlal............................................................................................ PORTER 
 
 

THE FILMMAKERS 
 
  

Written, Directed and Produced by…………………………........     IAN HARNARINE 
Executive Producer..…………………………….............................. SOHAIL BASTANI 
.……………………………...............................…………………….. SPIKE LEE 
Produced by..…………………………............................................ JASON HARNARINE 
Producer......................................................................................... RYAN SILBERT 
Director of Photography…………………………………................. SPENCER KIERNAN 
Production Designer..……………………………............................ ELIZABETH WENTLING 
Edited by……………………………………………….....…............. BROOKE SWANEY 
Music by…………………………………………............................. KENYATTA BEASLEY 
Sound Design/Mixing..…………………………….......................... PAUL BERCOVITCH  
 

LOGLINE/TAGLINE 
A young Trinidadian street-vendor must travel to New York and decide if he will save his 
estranged father’s life. 

SYNOPSIS/SUMMARY 
In rural Trinidad, Dhani struggles to support himself and his mother by selling doubles (Trinidad’s 
quintessential street food). When his estranged father returns from Canada unexpectedly, Dhani 
must decide if he will help save his father’s life despite their strained relationship. 
 

DESCRIPTION OF STORY 
Growing up in a poverty stricken village in Rural Trinidad, Dhani supports himself and Mother 
(Sumintra) by selling “doubles” (Trinidad’s quintessential street food) in the busy market. One 
day, his estranged Father (Ragbir), reappears and tries to make amends after years of 
abandonment. At first, Dhani and Sumintra want nothing to do with Ragbir. However, the Mother 
and Son realize that they can get the title to their land signed over to them, which could be their 
ticket out of poverty. Surprisingly, Ragbir agrees to sign over the land. That night, Dhani 
discovers his Father coughing violently in the bathroom. Ragbir plays it off and invites Dhani to 
spend the day with him. The next day, a Doctor explains that Ragbir is mortally sick with a rare 
blood disorder and Dhani is the only possible donor. Dhani is angered at Dhani and leaves the 
office only to find that Ragbir did sign over the deed to their homestead. On Christmas Eve, 
Dhani, Sumintra & Ragbir celebrate Christmas as a normal Trinidadian family would with lots of 
food, booze and dancing. Until suddenly - Ragbir collapses. At the hospital, Dhani realizes that 
there is, indeed, a connection between Father and Son and decides to make the blood donation. 
After the surgery, Dhani learns that although the operation was a success, Ragbir’s future is 
uncertain since Dhani’s blood doesn’t match. Dhani leaves the hospital and returns back to his 
Mother.  
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
 THE STORY BEHIND DOUBLES WITH SLIGHT PEPPER 

 
Doubles With Slight Pepper is not an autobiographical story, but it was conceived during the 
recent experience of my Father’s terminal illness. In the latter days of his life, he became a 
person that was completely different from the man that I knew. It was like meeting a stranger for 
the first time. I began to wonder what it would have been like to have never known a Father until 
his final days. Is there an intrinsic affinity between a Father and Son that cannot be destroyed? 
What could test this fundamentally human relationship? These questions inspired me as I 
investigated the dynamic between Father and Son. I also wanted to challenge the clichés of the 
standard immigrant story, by having a character that has failed in his new country and returned 
home. The film is set on the Caribbean island of Trinidad – my familial home. Even though the 
country boasts a distinctive food, language and music, it is my hope that the emotions of the film 
resonate with a universal audience.  Above all, the movie is a tribute to my Father, who passed 
away before he could see it.  
 

THE PRODUCTION 
 

Produced as Ian Harnarine’s thesis film for New York University’s Graduate Film Program. 
Production began in March 2011 and ran for 7 days in various towns & villages of Trinidad. With a 
very small crew, the film was shot entirely on location adding to the authenticity of a Caribbean 
island rarely seen in film. Utilizing the groundbreaking Canon 5D Mark II DSLR camera, 
cinematographer Spencer Kiernan captured the grit, colours and emotion of this Father-Son 
drama. The unconventional original score by award-winning musician Kenyatta Beasley pays 
tribute to the sounds of the West Indies with a modern twist. 
 
 

Made with the generous support of: 
The Spike Lee Production Fund 

The Trinidad & Tobago Film Company 
Company3 

 
 

Key Screenings 
(For complete list please see: http://doubleswithslightpepper.com/screenings/) 

 
World Premiere 
September 2011 

Toronto International Film Festival  
 

American Premiere 
April 2012 

Dallas International Film Festival 
 

International Premiere 
June 2012 

Les Nuits en Or at UNESCO, Paris, France 
 
 

SELECTED AWARDS 
(For a complete list please see: http://doubleswithslightpepper.com/awards/) 

 
Best Canadian Short Film Toronto International Film Festival 2011 

Best Live Action Short Film – Genie Awards (Canadian Academy Awards) 2012 
Student Grant Award – The National Board of Review 2012 

Fellows Fund Award – Hollywood Foreign Press Association 2012 
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SELECTED REVIEWS: 
(For a complete list please see: http://doubleswithslightpepper.com/media-reviews/) 

 
“Doubles With Slight Pepper (from first-time director Ian Harnarine) offers no easy 
answers to a young Trini man’s struggle with his absentee father’s sudden 
reappearance in his life. It features two excellent performances by Errol Sitahal 
and Sanjiv Boodhu as son and father respectively, and together with Harnarine 
they offer one of the best portraits of a fractured family in recent memory.” 

- Andrew Parker, NOW Magazine 
 
“Ian Harnarine’s Doubles with Slight Pepper, a complex and compelling 
Trinidadian tale about a father returning from Canada to a resentful family.” 

- Bruce Kirkland, Toronto Sun 
 
“Harnarine’s ‘Doubles’ is an exquisitely acted story about a father returning to the 
son and wife he abandoned years earlier inTrinidad. Told from the son’s 
perspective, ‘Doubles’ applies sharp pressure to its familiar immigrant situation, 
rendering a conflict of emotions that gets at the heart of generation and morality. 
It’s Harnarine’s first outing as a director, and his is a name to remember.” 

- Peter Simik, D Magazine 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
Official Film Website: www.doubleswithslightpepper.com 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/DoublesWithSlightPepper 
Twitter: @iankh 
Available for purchase on iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/movie/doubles-with-slight-
pepper/id546015562 

 
ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 

 
IAN HARNARINE (WRITER / DIRECTOR / PRODUCER)  Ian Harnarine was born in Toronto, 
Canada and is the son of immigrants from Trinidad & Tobago. He attended York University 
earning a Bachelor’s degree in Physics & Astronomy and a Master’s degree in Nuclear Physics 
from the University of Illinois. He eventually became bored with Physics research and moved to 
Brooklyn and become a filmmaker. Harnarine has since earned an MFA from NYU’s Graduate 
Film School. He is on faculty in both the Physics Department & Graduate Film School at NYU. 
Harnarine is a member of the National Board of Review and the Academy of Canadian Cinema 
and Television. His short thesis film Doubles With Slight Pepper (Executive Produced by Spike 
Lee), won the Best Short Film Award at the Toronto International Film Festival and the Canadian 
Academy Award. It recently premiered on Vimeo garnering over 10,000 plays in 24 hours. 
Harnarine is co-writing Time Traveler with Spike Lee, an adaptation of David Chariandy’s novel 
Soucouyant and a feature adaptation of Doubles With Slight Pepper. Recently, Harnarine was 
selected by Filmmaker Magazine as one of the 25 New Faces of Independent Film, profiled in the 
New York Times and named one of Playback Magazine’s Ten to Watch for 2013. 
 
 

Ian Harnarine’s Selected Filmography 
2011 - “Doubles with Slight Pepper” (short) 

2012 – “Cosmology” 

2014 – “Doubles With Slight Pepper” (in development) 

2014– “Time Traveler” (development - 40 Acres & a Mule Filmworks) 
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JASON HARNARINE (PRODUCER)  Jason Harnarine was born and raised in Central Trinidad. 
He studied Geography at The University of the West Indies, graduating in 2010. As part of his 
studies he visited remote parts of Trinidad, met with its Villagers and heard their stories. This 
experience had a profound effect on him. Doubles with Slight Pepper is his first film and brings an 
authentic perspective on contemporary Trinidad that is rarely seen in traditional media. Jason 
wants to bring these stories and others from his homeland to the world. 
 
 
RYAN SILBERT (PRODUCER) An independent filmmaker and founding partner of New York-
based Toy Closet Films.  His award-winning work has received an Oscar® and been recognized 
by Sundance, MoMa, Telluride, Toronto, Comic-Con, Tribeca Film Institute, HBO and the 
Berlinale.   
 
Recent producing credits include an Oscar® win for God of Love which was awarded the 
Academy Award® for Live Action Short Film and received the Student Academy Award.  God of 
Love debuted theatrically (Magnolia Pictures) and is currently available on iTunes and as part of 
the Blu-Ray features for Best Picture nominee 127 Hours (Fox Searchlight).  He is Co-Producer 
on Holy Rollers (Official Selection Sundance Film Festival; Deuville Film Festival) directed by 
Gotham Awards Winner for “Breakthrough Director” Kevin Asch and starring Academy Award® 
nominee Jesse Eisenberg (First Independent Pictures).  
 
He is a Producer on the thriller The Girl is in Trouble with Executive Producer Spike Lee and 
writer/director Julius Onah. He is in post on the verité documentary Without Shepherds that 
demystifies life in Pakistan.  At Toy Closet he is in preproduction on an adaptation of 
Stephen King's The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon co-written by King and Romero. 
 
Previous producing work includes Szmolinsky (Official Selection Berlin International Film Festival, 
SXSW Click!) currently in distribution through Doc Alliance in Europe; The Boundary (Amnesty 
International’s Movies That Matter; Winner NBC/Universal Short Cuts) starring Alexander Siddig 
currently in distribution through HBO and Film Buff Collection on Hulu.   
 
Silbert is an MFA-candidate at New York University's Graduate Film Program where he received 
a Craft Award for Excellence in Producing.  He has served on the jury for the Dallas Film Festival, 
Lighthouse International Film Fetival and Gold Coast Film Festival and lectures at Cornell 
University and NYU.  He holds a professional certificate from the Universitå Del Caffe Di Trieste 
and received a BS from Cornell University where he currently serves on the Advisory Board. 
(@ryansilbert)  
 
SPENCER KIERNAN (CINEMATOGRAPHER) Spencer Kiernan is a New York based 
cinematographer, director and producer who works around the world.  His extensive work as a 
DP includes the feature documentary “Displaced” (2010 Tribeca All Access), and many award-
winning short films.  He also recently produced the feature films “Stuck Between Stations” (2011 
Tribeca Film Festival) and “Happy Life” (Executive Producer: Abel Ferrara).  He is 
currently completing his MFA thesis project at NYU’s Graduate Film program, where he was a 
teaching fellow in Cinematography. 
 
BROOKE SWANEY (EDITOR) Brooke Pepion Swaney is a Montana-bred filmmaker, with an 
international scope.  Her first short film, “The Indigenoid,” was nominated for Best Live Short at 
the 2005 American Indian Film Festival in San Francisco.  The inspiration and research for that 
short developed out of her honors thesis while attending Stanford University.  She went on to 
obtain her MFA at NYU Tisch School of the Arts, where she has worked on films set in Spain, 
Cuba, and now Trinidad.   
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KENYATTA BEASLEY (COMPOSER) Composer and musician Kenyatta Beasley first picked up 
the trumpet under the tutelage of his father at the age of three. Born and raised in the birthplace 
of jazz, New Orleans, Louisiana, Kenyatta attended the prestigious New Orleans Center for 
Creative Arts (N.O.C.C.A) which includes notable alumni such as Harry Connick Jr., Wendell 
Pierce, Terence Blanchard and Wynton and Brandford Marsalis. 
 
Upon graduation from N.O.C.C.A, Kenyatta moved to New York City to study at the Mannes 
School of Music where he earned his bachelor’s degree in Jazz Performance and Composition. A 
finalist in the Thelonious Monk Jazz Trumpet Competition (1997), Kenyatta has performed, toured 
and recorded with a diverse group of artists ranging from Shakira, Mary J. Blige, Pink, Lauryn Hill 
to the Duke Ellington Orchestra, Roy Hargrove, The Saturday Night Live Band, Ben Harper and 
Jay-Z. 
 
A graduate of New York University’s Composition for Film, Television and Multimedia program 
(2005), Kenyatta has won “Best Original Film Score” awards from NYU/New York Magazine First 
Run Film Festival (2006), Brooklyn Arts Council Film Festival (2007) as well as being a finalist for 
the Sundance Composers Lab. 
 
PAUL BERCOVITCH (SOUND MIXER) Equally adept in sound editing, sound design, and 
mixing, Paul's work has appeared on ESPN, HBO, PBS, and The Sundance Channel, and at 
such film festivals as Cannes, Sundance and NYFF.  Credits include Todd Solondz's "Life During 
Wartime," Benson Lee's "Planet B-Boy," and Jeff and Michael Zimbalist's "The Two Escobars." 
 

THE CAST 
 
ERROL SITAHAL (RAGBIR)  ERROL SITAHAL is  an actor for stage, television and film. He is 
also a writer and director of documentaries and TV dramas. His documentary features include 
writing and directing the Canadian Auto Workers' 'They Are Us', which took him to the war-
ravaged mountain communities of Chalatenango, El Salvador, and his independently 
produced 'Bali, Altar of the Gods', shot in Bali, Indonesia and now archived by Planet-in-Focus. 
 
His video drama ‘Malini’ which he wrote and directed from a story by Canadian novelist 
Rabindranath Maharaj has been selected for screening at this year’s Trinidad and Tobago Film 
Festival. A versatile and widely experienced TV, screen and stage-actor in Canada and the 
Caribbean, Errol's film credits include Ramdass in Warner Bros' 'A Little Princess', Kumar's Dad 
in the 'Harold and Kumar' movies, principal regulars in Canada's TV series '11 Cameras' and 
'How to be ndie'. Errol's last stage appearances have been as Singh in Tony Hall and David 
Rudder's 'Brand New Lucky Diamond Horseshoe Club' at Queen's Hall, and as the Healer in 
Rabindranath Tagore's 'The Post Office' at Toronto's Pleiades Theatre/Canadian Stage Company 
in May of this year.(2011)  He is currently working on the script for a new  feature-film with long-
time friend and collaborator, Trillium award-winning novelist Rabindranath Maharaj.  Errol lives in 
Piparo, Trinidad. 
 
 
SANJIV BOODHU (DHANI) Based in Trinidad, Sanjiv Boodhu has starred in numerous stage 
productions under the direction of Azard Daniel, including Zingay and School Project.  He is 
currently shooting a 13 episode series entitled Island Saga for Trinidadian television. Sanjiv is a 
student at the Law School of The University of the West Indies. 
 
SUSAN HANNAYS-ABRAHAM (SUMINTRA)  Susan was trained as an actor and in Stage Craft 
and History of the Theatre by Sonya Moze. Her professional career has spanned 25 years during 
which time she has worked with most of the Production Companies in Trinidad and Tobago. On 
television she has appeared in six seasons of Westwood Park. Her film credits include The Ghost 
of Hing King Estate and Flight of the Ibis. Susan has garnered an astounding 4 Cacique awards 
for her stage performances in The Killing of Sister George, Bedside Manners, The Odd Couple 
and Beef no Chicke 


